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Hi! I’m Nikki or Nicole just your

friendly, awkward 30 something,

crafty mom/digital ceo badass, who

wants to share her knowledge of

running a successful digital store to

other creative badasses. Besides all

the TMI info above if you had to sum

me up into 2 people, it would be:

C y n d i L a u p e r &

W e d n e s d a y A d d a m s

They are my legit spirit guides.

Back to the business, I’m hoping this

digital booklet will help guide you to

your own success. I’ll go over some

of the basics like getting started,

what not to do, and what really not to

do, along with serious Goonies

“Never Say Die” motivation.

Whose that girl?
It’s Nikki
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Who’s That Girl?
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LET’S GET DIGITAL!

Getting Started:

What are SVG (Craft) Files? 05

Software & Equipment 06

What To Design 07

Opening a Store

Where can you sell? 09

Rejected 10

COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT 11

Promote Yo Self:

Where & How 13
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Anything is possible 
with the right 
font…and it’s not 
Comic Sans.

“

“
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@socialmedia

If you don’t own a Cricut

or another brand of

cutting machine than

you may not know what

an SVG file is used for,

SVG files are great for

online use with it being

a 2-D vector graphic

because like the name

states they scale and

they won’t pixelate, they

can also be searched,

indexed, scripted, &

compressed. But if you

are using them for vinyl

& paper crafts SVG files

are amazing simply

because unlike JPG

files & PNG files they

don’t pixelate, and you

are also able to have

multiple layers and

separate colors.

When designing SVG

file you’ll want to keep

in mind if you apply a

gradient or shadow this

won’t appear on the

design once uploaded

into Design Space.

Clean, simple lines are

best! I started designing

SVG files before I

purchased my first

Cricut while it isn’t

necessary it is helpful to

be knowledgeable in the

software you are

designing for. At the

very least you should

download Design Space

and be familiar with it,

because customers do

ask questions.
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“Scalable 

Vector 
Graphic”
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Basic Software from least expensive.

Inkscape (FREE) very basic software,

great if you aren’t ready to commit.

Great for creatives who aren’t used to

creating on a computer.

Affinity Designer ($49.99 one time

fee) A great inexpensive alternative

to Adobe Illustrator, I used this when

I was starting out, but have since

upgraded to CC. Easy to learn with

lots of tutorials available on

YouTube.

Adobe Illustrator ($20.99 per month)

Adobe is the best of the best (in my

opinion) with all its capabilities.

There is a little learning curve but

YouTube is great for learning.

Adobe CC ($52.99 per month) This

includes all of Adobes software &

apps, definitely worth the cost if you

plan to use Photoshop or do make

videos.

BASIC SOFTWARE & EQUIPMENT
Basic Equipment for Designing:

Computer or laptop. Chromebooks

are only compatible with the

mobile apps at this time.

A Cutting Machine. Either a Cricut,

or a Silhouette Cameo. It’s not

100% necessary but…if you are

selling cutting files you should at

the very least own the machine

and be familiar with it. Plus they

are SO MUCH FUN!

iPad & Pencil. This one is def. not

super necessary but if you like the

look of hand lettered files then the

iPad 2018 & pencil are a must!

Procreate (if you use an iPad) this

is technically an app but I put it in

Equipment because you can’t have

procreate without and iPad.
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The question is really what CAN’T you design? Rather than what should you. You really 

want to ask yourself “what designs would I use?” Start there, search SVG on Etsy or 

even Google & you’ll find 1000s of different designs, some good, some ok and some 

that make you go “Oh I can design Disney?” The quick answer is NO stay away from 

copyrighted material. These are pulled constantly from Etsy and they pop right back 

up.  But we will discuss Copyright later on. Sometimes I’ll look and see what people in 

Facebook groups are doing or designs they are looking for. While you can’t advertise 

in these Facebook groups most of the time. It can give you a lot of inspiration.  Keep 

up with Trends but don’t make them your bread and butter. You want to make some 

things that will sell year round, or consistently. 

Designs like:

Quotes

Wine

Home Signs

Family

Templates

Anything for Kids

Animals

WHAT TO DESIGN?
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BEING 

Creative ISN’T 
A HOBBY, 

IT ’S A WAY 

OF Life.
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You’ve heard the saying “Never put all

your eggs in one basket” right? Well

that’s true for selling digital files.

Whether you are wanting to earn some

extra money or make this your full time.

You can’t rely on just Etsy to bring in all

your income. If you can make more

money by simply uploading to more than

one site, seems pretty smart?

Understanding not all site are equal,

meaning you won’t make the same

amount of sales on different platforms

just because you upload. Etsy is still my

main source of income for my business,

Design Bundles is my #2 being very close

to Etsy especially if I’m included in

Bundles and other promos. Another

thing to keep in mind is fees that all

platforms charge whether it’s listing fees,

& transaction fees or just taking a portion

of your sales, I mean they have to keep

up with their own overhead. So where

else can you sell besides Etsy & Design

Bundles?

• Etsy (listing fees, transactions fees)

• Design Bundles(% of sales but no listing)

• Hungry Jpeg (% of sales but no listing)

• Digitanza (% of sales but no listing)

• So Fontsy (% of sales but no listing)

• Creative Fabrica (this one is different,

customers can purchase a monthly

subscription to Creative Fabrica &

download unlimited files, you earn a small

commission with each download)

You could also open your own website,

but this comes with different cost. You

can sell direct files, or offer a

subscription with access to your files. You

could even use your own website to

bring in extra revenue with google ads.

But this is a whole next level.

WHERE CAN YOU SELL?
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“SEE rejection AS

A REDIRECTION.”

Some creative markets require an

application process, this helps

weed out any double shops, or

stores that have copyrighted &

stolen files. But you applied for a

store and they rejected you. It’s ok

I’ve been there. It happens a lot

especially with new stores, you

may just be missing a few details,

the good news? You can re apply.

For the most part stores will let

you know why your shop was

denied. Sometimes its just your

catalog of products just isn’t large

enough, you may not have enough

sales on Etsy, there are a lot of

reasons a marketplace may deny

your initial request to open a

store. If the marketplace doesn’t

send a reason why your

application was denied, feel free

to reach out and ask why. That at

least gives you a starting point.

Success is the ability to go from failure to 

failure, without losing your enthusiasm.

-Winston Churchill

REJECTED
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For this section I’m putting on my Mom hat, we have to talk about something 

really important. Copyright Images & Phrases. Yes on top of the obvious images 

and logos you can get into some trouble with phrases, causing your listing to be 

removed from marketplaces and/or legal issues if you continue to cease and 

desist. There are a few websites you can check if you aren’t sure if something is 

has a copyright license. Some basic phrases to stay away from.

• Mom Life

• Bride Tribe

• Ho Ho Ho –Ya this is trademarked, you can add to this but simply Ho Ho Ho is 

a No No No.

• Hello 

• Hubby

• Farmhouse

• Mother

• Boss Mom

• Gansta Napper

These are just a small few. Here is one of the better places to check for 

copyright issues. 

http://tmsearch.uspto.gov/bin/gate.exe?f=searchss&state=4810:7m7zoq.1.1

COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT

http://tmsearch.uspto.gov/bin/gate.exe?f=searchss&state=4810:7m7zoq.1.1
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Creativity
IS INTELLIGENCE
having fun.
- Albert Einstein

“ “
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So you have your stores up and

running, and sales are slowly coming

in. But if you are wanting to amp your

chances of this becoming a fulltime

gig faster you’ll need to spread the

word!

The Basics: Etsy ads are great

boosters, google ads are now

incorporated with Etsy ads.

Social Media: Create a Facebook

group in addition to your page, engage

with your audience. Pinterest is vital!

There are some SVG stores getting

over 2 MILLLION views on Pinterest

alone!. Instagram is great for showing

behind the scenes, updates on

products and other promos.

YouTube Sensation: On top of

showing tutorials using your products

there is room for additional earnings if

you can grow your audience.

Blogging: Blogging goes hand in

hand with Pinterest it’s also great if

you are kinda awkward in front of the

camera, like myself. But it’s cool I own

it.

Depending on you, your digital

business could be a huge success. It’s

rewarding to see others create with

your designs.

PROMOTE YO SELF



If you found this to be inspiring, and want to continue to grow 

with me, please make sure you are following me on all my 

social accounts, and to subscribe to my YouTube channel. 

W W W . C R A F T W I T H N I K K I . C O M

@craftingwithnikki @socialmedia@socialmedia

one last thing.
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